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A sniper is a military/paramilitary marksman who operates to maintain effective visual contact with
and engage enemy targets from concealed positions or at distances exceeding the target's detection
capabilities. Snipers generally have specialized training and are equipped with high-precision rifles
and high-magnification optics, and often feed ...
Sniper - Wikipedia
Lyudmila Mikhailovna Pavlichenko (nÃ©e Belova; 12 July 1916 â€“ 10 October 1974) was a Soviet
sniper in the Red Army during World War II, credited with 309 kills.
Lyudmila Pavlichenko - Wikipedia
Pavlichenko became one of over 2000 female Soviet sharpshooters who eventually fought in World
War II (although female soldiers were still just 2 percent of the Red Army's total number).
Lady Death: Lyudmila Pavlichenko, the Greatest Female ...
The Sniper With a Steadfast Aim By Stephen Hunter Washington Post Staff Writer Saturday,
February 27, 1999; Page C01 The academics write their mighty histories.
The Sniper With a Steadfast Aim Saturday, February 27 ...
American Heritage Magazine. Separate listing containing more than 165 articles related to the
Revolutionary War in general published since 1954.
Online Library of the American Revolution
Combat Judo, by Robert Carlin. Self-Published in 1945. Robert Carlin was a USMC â€œcombat
judoâ€• instructor. Combat Judo is the name utilized (alternatively with ju-jitsu, judo, hand-to-hand
combat, combat conditioning, and dirty fighting) by the marine corps during WWII.
Book Reviews Â« www.seattlecombatives.com
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